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Summary
1. There is growing concern about the evolutionary consequences of human harvesting on pheno-
typic trait quality in wild populations. Undesirable consequences are especially likely with trophy
hunting because of its strong bias for speciﬁc phenotypic trait values, such as large antlers in cer-
vidsandhorns inbovids.Selectivehuntingcancauseadecline inatrophytraitovertimeifitisher-
itable,therebyreducingthelong-termsustainabilityoftheactivityitself.
2. How can we build a sustainable trophy hunting tradition without the negative trait-altering
effects? We used an individual-based model to explore whether selective compensatory culling of
‘low quality’ individuals at an early life stage can facilitate sustainability, as suggested by informa-
tion from managed game populations in eastern and central Europe. Our model was rooted in
empirical data on red deer, where heritability of sexual ornaments has been conﬁrmed and pheno-
typicqualitycanbeassessedbyantlersizeinindividualsasyoungas1 year.
3. Simulations showed that targeted culling of low-quality yearlings could counter the selective
effects of trophy hunting on the distribution of the affected trait (e.g. antler or horn size) in prime-
agedindividuals.Assumptionsoftraitheritabilityandyoung-to-adultcorrelationwereessentialfor
compensation, but the model proved robust to various other assumptions and changes to input
parameters.Thesimulationapproachallowedustoverifyresponsesasevolutionarychangesintrait
valuesratherthanshort-termconsequencesofalteredagestructure,densityandviabilityselection.
4. We conclude that evolutionarily enlightened management may accommodate trophy hunting.
This has far reaching implications as income from trophy hunting is often channelled into local
conservation efforts and rural economies. As an essential follow-up, we recommend an analysis of
the effects of trophy hunting in conjunction with compensatory culling on the phenotypic and
underlyinggenetic varianceofthetrophytrait.
Key-words: early conditions, evolutionarily enlightened management, large mammals, selective
harvesting,sexualornaments,sexuallyselectedtraits,ungulates
Introduction
Accounts of ecosystem change caused by selective human
harvestingare accumulating(Allendorf& Hard 2009).Inter-
restrial ecosystems, traits targeted by trophy hunters are
often sexually selected traits that evolved as signals of supe-
rior phenotypic quality. Antlers in cervids and horns in bo-
vids are the most common targets of trophy hunters. The
best supported evidence of evolutionary consequences of tro-
phy hunting comes from wild sheep (Coltman et al. 2003;
Garel et al. 2007), where trophy hunting decreased size and
altered shape of horns. Long-term reduction in average tro-
phy trait values undermines the sustainability of the activity
itself.
How to manage populations that are evolving has
become a key focus in ﬁsheries (Jørgensen et al. 2007; Ku-
parinen & Merila ¨ 2008) and to an increasing degree in ter-
restrial ecosystems (Allendorf et al. 2008; Coltman 2008).
There are few viable suggestions on how trophy hunting
can be made ‘evolutionarily enlightened’ (Ashley et al.
2003). Reducing offtake of trophy antlers will lower the
chance or increase the time it takes to get an evolutionary
response (Thelen 1991; Lindsey, Roulet & Roman ˜ ach
2007). Allowing prime-aged individuals to breed for a few
years before being shot may sufﬁce to maintain their supe-
riority as breeders. However, long delays may often be *Correspondenceauthor.E-mail:atle.mysterud@bio.uio.no
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animal will die before harvest; a risk that increases substan-
tially after prime-age. One could argue that economic
income from trophy hunting should not be an important
motivator for accommodating high harvest quotas. Yet
these activities may beneﬁt the local economy by providing
employment and using local services. Furthermore, trophy
hunting income is sometimes channelled into conservation
efforts (Lewis & Alpert 1997; Lindsey et al. 2006). Is it pos-
sible to counter the selection pressure induced by trophy
hunting by means other than reducing the overall harvest?
One possible practice is the so-called ‘Wahlabschub’ (i.e.
selective shooting) commonly used in countries such as Ger-
many, Poland and Hungary for sustainable management of
red deer (Cervus elaphus L.) and other ungulate populations.
This Germanic tradition, called compensatory culling from
here on, entails the selective culling of individuals that show
poor antler characteristics (e.g. based on tine length or vol-
ume) at an early age (Fig. 1, Lockow 1991; Drechsler 1992).
Compensatory culling operates on the premise that early age
antler sizes correlate with later age antler sizes (Bartos, Bah-
bouh & Vach 2007). The larger yearlings are allowed to
mature to be available for trophy hunting at a later stage.
The hunting of low-quality males is performed by local hunt-
ers (Mysterud, Tryjanowski & Panek 2006). The compensa-
tory culling is their opportunity to hunt and acquire meat (S.
Csanyi, pers. comm.). Compensatory culling does not have
to be costly and is therefore a feasible management alterna-
tive. Similar approaches involving compensatory culling
have also been suggested for ungulate management in Spain
(Torres-Porras, Carranza & Pe ´ rez-Gonza ´ lez 2009) and the
USA (Williams, Krueger & Harmel 1994), although certain
assumptions that the strategy is based on are still debated
(Koerth&Kroll2008).
There is a noticeable absence of any theoretical evaluation
of whether compensatory culling at an early life stage can
counter the undesirable effects of trophy hunting (Fig. 1). It
may seem intuitive that appropriately applied selective pres-
surescanalterthe ﬁtnesslandscape ina waythatmay accom-
modate trophy hunting while at the same time minimizing
the decline in trait quality in the population. However, there
are a number of factors involved besides young–adult corre-
lationintraitsandheritability,includingpopulationdynamic
responses to selective culling at different ontogenetic stages,
the impact of age structure changes and density-dependent
effects on individual trait values (Kruuk et al. 2002; Myste-
rudet al.2005).Thesecomplexitiesdemandamoreelaborate
approachthanjustintuitioninordertogeneratevalidpredic-
tions about the feasibility of compensatory culling. Here we
develop an individual-based model of a male red deer popu-
lation to explore the potential short- and intermediate-term
effects (up to 100 years) of compensatory culling. The model
was parameterized and validated using the extensive empiri-
cal knowledge available primarily from red deer populations
in Norway and Scotland. This includes information of popu-
lation dynamics and how trophy traits, age, density and
breedingsuccessarerelated.
Materialsandmethods
We used an individual-based simulation model of a male red deer
population, where age and antler size were individual- and time-
dependent attributes. We follow Grimm et al. (2006) guidelines for
describing individual-based models. Assumptions and the model
parameter space are listed in Table 1, while the validation is given in
the Supporting Information. Our model allows trait values that were
associated with greater ﬁtness to emerge under a given selection
regime, and is thus akin to optimization approaches (e.g. Cody 1974;
Smith 1978; Rice 2004), albeit in our case non-deterministic.
Although simpliﬁed, the model was based on a complex system with
thefollowingimportantchallenges:
1. overlappinggenerations;
2. age-dependentsurvivalandreproductiverates;
3. stochasticityinpopulationdynamicsandtraitexpression;
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the con-
cept to use compensatory culling at an early
age (aimed at yearling males of low quality)
to offset the undesirable effects of trophy
hunting of prime-aged individuals (aimed at
maleswithlargeantlers). Antlersize isatrait
indicative of phenotypic quality; it is highly
variable and clearly visible from a distance
alreadyinyearlings,thuspermittingselective
harvesting of low quality individuals. The
grey area signiﬁes the range of trait values
assumed during growth by individuals with
different growth potentials. The dotted red
line is drawn at the lower threshold for
trophy hunting (12 antler tines), whereas the
dotted green line marks the upper threshold
forcompensatoryculling(variable).
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onanontogeneticallychangingtraitatvariousages;
5. additional effects on the focal trait through density
dependence.
OVERVIEW
Purpose
The purpose ofthe model was toexplore whether compensatory cull-
ing at the yearling stage could compensate for the trait-depressing
effectsoftrophyhuntingattheadultstage.
Statevariablesand scales
Fourscaleswereconsideredinthemodel:(i)individualmalereddeer;
(ii) birth cohort; (iii) the population; and (iv) the environment
(deﬁned by the management regime). Individuals were described by
the following state variables: age, individual trait size potential,
expressed and age-speciﬁc antler size. Individuals 5- to 8-years old
wereconsideredprime-aged. Cohorts were characterized bythe aver-
age potential size of all individuals that had entered the cohort at the
time of birth. The population was described by its size, i.e. the total
number of males alive at a given time. The abiotic environment was
assumedtobeconstantandthemodelwasnotspatiallyexplicit.Only
malesweremodelledexplicitly.Thefemalesegmentofthepopulation
was assumed to be of ﬁxed size and total recruitment dependent only
on female fecundity. Maternal effects on offspring trait values were
ignored.
Processoverviewandscheduling
Simulations followed an annual schedule of events (Fig. 2), which
began with calving, followed by antler growth of individuals
1 year and older, hunting mortality, mating (i.e. recruitment allo-
cation to individual males) and ﬁnally natural mortality (i.e. win-
ter and spring mortality). Although the rut and mating often
coincide with the hunting season, for simplicity, we modelled
hunting and mating sequentially. Similarly the winter⁄spring mor-
tality overlaps with calving and early ontogeny of newborns, but
these events were separated in the model. At the end of each
model cycle, survivors aged 1 year and the cycle began anew with
the calving season (Fig. 2).
DESIGNCONCEPTS
Population dynamics and dynamics of the focal trait in the popula-
tion emerged as a result of individual characteristics. All interactions
amongindividualsweremodelledimplicitly.
Survival and relative breeding success were interpreted as proba-
bilities.Furthermore,stochasticelementswereincludedintraitinher-
itance (as the error term in the sire-son regression) and trait
expression(astheannualindividualerror).
Observation
For model testing, the distribution of sizes for each age class was
observed annually. For model analysis, we recorded population-level
variables (meantrait value, age distribution,population size, number
Table 1. Overviewofinputparametersandassumptionsoftheindividual-basedmodelofmalereddeerpopulationandantlersizedynamics
Parameter,assumption Symbol Sources Value(s)used
Demography
Naturalmortality S0,a Catchpoleet al.(2004);Coulsonet al.(2004) Nonlinearfunctionofage
Density-dependentsurvival Sa Catchpoleet al.(2004) {true,fa ls e}
Reproductiverate(malecalves
bornperfemale)
f Coulsonet al.(2004);Langvatnet al.(2004) 0Æ32(constant)
Male:femaleratioatbirth Clutton-Brocket al.(2002) 1
Femalepopulationsize Nf 400(constant)
Malecarryingcapacity K 300
Constantnaturalabiotic
environment
True
Antlersize(xa,i)
Heritability h
2 Kruuket al.(2002) {0,0Æ15,0Æ329,0 Æ7}
Permanentindividualerror ep Kruuket al.(2002) {0Æ1,0Æ15,0Æ3}
Annualindividualerror ea Lockow(1991) {0Æ1,0Æ15,0Æ2}
Density-dependentantlergrowth xa,i(N⁄K) Kruuket al.(2002);Mysterudet al.(2005) {true,fa ls e}
Mutationrate l Radwan(2008) 0Æ01
Antlergrowthcurveparameters P,B2,B3 Mysterudet al.(2005) Nonlinearmodelﬁtto
data9Æ86,4Æ44,0Æ35
Relativeannualbreedingsuccess ABS Kruuket al.(2002) Linear
Management
Overallhuntingquota(proportion
ofmalepopulationsize)
Q 0Æ15
Cullingrisk(proportionofpoor
qualityindividuals)
qc Predictor 0to0Æ9
Cullingthreshold sc Predictor 1Æ5to3
Trophypressure(numberoftrophies) ht Predictor {0,3,5,8}
Trophythreshold st 12
Termsin‘{}’representalternativevaluesforwhichsimulationswererun.Defaultvalues(i.e.thosebestsupportedbyempiricalevidenceorcon-
jecture)areshowninbold.Booleanresponses(true⁄false)areusedwhereappropriate.
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designated assessment times), and individual-level variables (all state
variables)intheﬁnalyearofthesimulation.
DETAILS
Initialization
The initial population age structure was of limited importance.
As long as there was a sufﬁcient number of individuals that sur-
vived and reproduced during the ﬁrst few years of the simula-
tion, the population would go to an equilibrium age structure
within a few years. Potential antler sizes in the initial population
were drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 20 antler
tines.
Input
We modelled three types of management regimes: (i) unbiased hunt-
ing mortality followed by natural mortality; (ii) trophy-biased hunt-
ing followed by natural mortality; and (iii) compensatory culling and
trophy-biased hunting followed by natural mortality. The input
parameters that guided the implementation of hunting, such as har-
vestpressuresandselectionthresholds,aresummarizedinTable 1.
Submodels
M1. Antler growth. The focal trait was antler size, measured in
number of antler tines. We assumed that growth of antlers followed
the Gompertz growth curve (Kruuk et al. 2002). The addition of a
Newborn
Natural
mortality Yearling
Adult
Natural
mortality
Compensatory
culling
Natural
mortality
Trophy
hunting
Antler growth
Antler growth
Mating
Y
N
N
N
N
Y/N
N
Y
Y
Y Y
Y
Fig. 2. Life history of male red deer in the individual-based model showing age classes (grey-shaded boxes), processes and survival transitions.
The hashed line connecting reproducing adults with newborns indicates the contribution of adult males to next year’s newborns. Deaths are
markedwithsmallblackboxeswithastrikethrough.
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percentofsizepotentialatagea)leadsto:
xa ¼ Pi expð B2Ba
3Þþea eqn1
The parameters B2 (4Æ4) and B3 (0Æ4) were estimated by ﬁtting the
Gompertz growth curve to red deer antler tine and age (a) data from
Norway (Mysterud et al. 2005) using nonlinear regression (Fig. S6).
Pi is the individual growth potential (i.e. growth curve asymptote),
with an average of 9Æ9 antler tines estimated from the Norwegian red
deer data. We approximated density-dependent antler growth as a
linearfunctionofmalepopulationdensity(N⁄K,newbornsexcluded)
with a slope of )1. Due to the small variation in the number of antler
tines of yearlings (most individuals have 2), selection at age 1 was
basedonsize(length)ofthespikes.Toenableuseofthesameunitfor
thetraitunderselectioninbothyearlingsandadults,weassumedthat
spike length translates into (non-observable) tine number (used here
asacontinuoustrait).
M2. Heritability. The asymptotic (potential adult) antler size of
individuals enteringthesimulation asnewbornswascalculated based
on their father’s size potential by using the sire-offspring regression
where the slope of the regression equals 1⁄2 heritability(h
2) and add-
ing a normally distributed random error (Table 1), analogous to the
permanent environment error described by Kruuk et al. (2002). To
account for overlapping generations and age structure, the assigned
asymptotic trait values of all individual’s sired by the members of a
cohort were regressed towards the mean trait value in their fathers’
birthcohortatthe time ofthat cohort’sbirth (i.e.before viabilityand
fecundityselectionactedonthefathers’cohort).
Heritability of antler mass in the most detailed study of red deer
was 0Æ33 (Kruuk et al. 2002), and their review of other deer studies
pointstoestimatesusuallyinthesamerangethoughextremesinclude
heritability estimates from 0Æ09 to 0Æ75. We assume a similar range
for antler tines. Heritability of size of horns seems to be similar (0Æ24
in bighorn sheep Ovis canadensis Shaw; Poissant et al. 2008). We
accounted for variation in empirical reports by testing model predic-
tions under different heritability settings (Table 1, Fig. 4). The
approach outlined above ignores genetic progress in the female part
of the population. Although female preference for males with larger
antlers was a basic tenant of the model, we assumed that mating was
non-assortative, i.e. good males do not selectively mate with good
femalesandviceversa.
Variationinthemodelwasmaintainedthroughthepermanentindi-
vidual error introduced in each individual’s potential size and subse-
quent regression of offspring trait value on the father’s potential size.
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Fig. 3. Contour plots showing the simulated effects of culling pressure and culling threshold on compensation in (i) the number of trophy-sized
individuals;(ii)themedianantlersizepotentialovercohorts(tomonitorevolutionarychangeintraitvalues);and(iii)theage-adjustedantlersize
of red deer older than 2 years. Full compensation (solid thick black line) is achieved when compensatory culling leads to levels of the response
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thatitwasintendedonlyasaproxyfortheunderlyingtrueprocesses.
Weallowedfor a mutation rateof 0Æ01, termed a realisticmutation
rate⁄genome⁄generation for sexual ornaments (Radwan 2008). Indi-
viduals affected by mutation received a trait value between 0 and 20,
picked randomly from a uniform distribution. Mutations were not
required to avoid trait ﬁxation in our model, because variation was
maintained through the sire⁄offspring regression as described above.
Instead, mutations were permitted in order to facilitate the stochastic
appearance (and disappearance) of extreme trait values, within the
limitsprovided(0–20inourmodel).
M3. Mating (and relative breeding) success. We assumed
that an adult male’s annual relative breeding success (ABS, inter-
preted here as its share in the number of 0-year-olds at the beginning
of the next time step) was a function of its antler mass m and age a
(nonegativeABSvalueswereallowed),suchthat:
ABS ¼ 4 þ 1:276a   0:0828a2 þ 0:00365m   0:0002ma eqn 2
We adjustedtheregressioncoefﬁcient associatedwiththe mass:age
interaction to avoid eventual negative effects of mass on ABS at
higher ages as arose if we used the coefﬁcient provided by Kruuk
et al. (2002). We also added an intercept to give ABS values similar
to those reported in Kruuk et al. (2002). Because the coefﬁcients esti-
mated by Kruuk et al. (2002) were for antler size expressed in mass,
we converted antler tine number into mass using a logistic function
(Fig. S2)ﬁttodatafromIberianreddeerprovided kindlybyY.Fier-
roandsummarizedinFierroet al.(2002).
M4. Hunting mortality. Hunting mortality risk was imple-
mented based on an annual harvest quota, calculated as a ﬁxed pro-
portion Q of current male population size (N). Depending on the
currentmanagementregime,harvestwasdeterminedasfollows:
1. Without trophy hunting, the entire annual harvest H was unbi-
ased with respect to age and antler size, and constituted propor-
tionQofthemalepopulation.
2. With trophy hunting, a ﬁxed number of trophy ‘tags’ ht out of
the total annual harvest quota were designated to be ﬁlled with
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Fig. 4. Contour plots of compensation in the number of trophies as a function of culling threshold and culling pressure. The centre plot repre-
sents predictions resulting from default model settings (Table 1). The remaining panels illustrate the consequences of various violations of
assumptions ordeviationsfromdefault parameter values (clockwisestartingtopleftcorner):(i)noheritabilityofantler size; (ii) higher heritabil-
ity (h
2 =0 Æ7); (iii) reduced trophy pressure (3 trophy-speciﬁc tags per year); (iv) elevated trophy pressure (5 trophy tags per year); (v) reduced
permanent error (ep =0 Æ15 · 9Æ9 antler tines); (vi) increased annual error (ea = 0Æ2 · current size potential); (vii) density-independent natural
mortality;and(viii)density-independentantlergrowth.
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regardless of age. The remainder of the quota was ﬁlled without
considering age and antler size. Thus, the number of individuals
leftforunbiasedharvest(hub)wascalculatedas:
hub ¼ NQ   ht eqn3
Adjustments to trophy pressure were accomplished by altering
the number of designated trophy tags without changing the total
numberofanimalsharvested.
3. Compensatory culling followed a step function, affecting (with
probability qc) only individuals who were 1-year old and with
antlersizesbelowthecullingthresholdsc.
Compensatory culling was not incorporated in the total harvest
quota, hence its immediate effects in terms of survival were additive.
Some compensation (not to be confused with compensatory culling)
can be expected due to the density-dependent effects on natural mor-
tality, but such compensation is likely weak (Lebreton 2005). Hunt-
ing andnaturalmortalitywere also assumedtobeadditive.Wemake
the simplifying assumption of no effect of overall male quality on
female fecundity (i.e. annual breeding success was relative), and we
ignore other potential indirect effects of selective harvesting as they
are usually weak (Mysterud, Coulson & Stenseth 2002) unless sex
ratiosareextreme(Milner-Gullandet al.2003).
M5. Recruitment and population growth. Assuming an age
structure similar to that reported for Norwegian red deer (Langvatn
& Loison 1999), and annual age-speciﬁc female survival rates follow-
ing a pattern and magnitude reported for red deer from the Isle of
Rum, Scotland (Catchpole et al. 2004), we calculated the number of
newborn males (assuming equal sex ratio at birth) produced each
year as 0Æ32 times the number of females. The population was stable
because the female population size and reproductive rate were ﬁxed.
In Norwegian red deer, there is weak density dependence in repro-
ductive rates that affect only primiparous females (Langvatn et al.
2004), so we chose not to model this. Although we did not include
density-dependent effects on fecundity in the model, recruitment of
adults was density dependent due to density-dependent survival of
newbornsandyearlings.
M6. Natural mortality. We deﬁned natural mortality risk expe-
riencedbyindividualsduringsimulationasafunctionofage(Fig.S4;
Catchpole et al. 2004), with high mortality at the youngest ages, a
rapid decrease in mortality as individuals approach prime age, low
mortality throughout prime age and a senescent effect beginning
aroundtheageof9(Fig. S3)byusing:
S0;a ¼ 1  
1
1 þ e12 a

1  
1
1 þ e 0:5þa

eqn4
We incorporated density-dependent effects on survival for
newborns, yearlings and individuals older than 8 years (Fig. S4;
Catchpole et al. 2004) by formulating their natural mortality func-
tionas(seealsoCollier&Krementz2007):
Sa ¼1 
1
1þexp

 

ln
 S0;a
1 S0;a

 0:5N
K
; where a was inð0;1; 9Þ
eqn5
Becausetheevidenceforarelationshipbetweenantlersizeandnat-
uralmortalityinungulatesisinconclusive(Bonenfantet al.2009),we
didnotaccountforitinthemodel.
SIMULATIONS ANDASSESSMENTOF UNCERTAINTY
We explored the behaviour of the model and made predictions by
running 50 simulations over 150 years for each set of parameters.
The ﬁrst 50 years of each simulation were implemented without any
hunting mortality, allowing population size and age structure to
reachtheirrespectiveequilibria.Becauseweincorporatedamorebio-
logicallyrealisticmechanismfortraitinheritancethantypicaloptimi-
zation approaches, we used a ﬁxed time limit instead of waiting for
trait values to approach an asymptote. The rationale was that, under
selection, heritability stays near its original level for a limited time
only (5–10 generations, sometimes more, Falconer & Mackay 1996).
We therefore provided forecasts only for the short and intermediate
term (up to 100 years). Preliminary simulations indicated that stable
age distribution and equilibrium population size were achieved
withinjustafewyears(seealsoFig. 5).
Themainresponsesmeasuredweretheeffectofparameterchanges
on (i) the distribution of potential and expressed antler sizes and (ii)
the number of trophy-sized (‡12 antler tines) individuals. We also
assessed various other attributes of the population to monitor the
population dynamic response to and impact on compensation.
Responses were assessed in the 10th, 25th, 50th and 100th year of
each simulation, approximately equivalent to 2, 5, 10 and 20 times
red deer generation time ( 5 years, Mysterud, Yoccoz & Langvatn
2009). We report median values of the response parameters from all
simulations associated with a given parameter set. Upper and lower
CI limits around each median were calculated as the 0Æ975 and 0Æ025
quantiles of the distribution of the response parameter, respectively.
Growth model ﬁtting, individual-based simulations and analysis
wereconductedinr2.8.0(RDevelopmentCoreTeam2008).
Results
EFFECTS OF COMPENSATORY CULLING
Results of the assessment of model validity are detailedin the
Supporting Information (Figs S5-S7). Simulations show that
selective culling of poorer quality individuals at a young age
can compensate for the detrimental effect of trophy hunting
onboththe meanvalueofthetraitunderselection and onthe
absolute number of prime-aged individuals that were trophy
quality (i.e. ‡12 antler tines, Fig. 3). Numerical compensa-
tion was substantially weaker than the change in the mean
trait value, because the latter was partially attained through
reduction in overall population size. Both culling pressure
and culling threshold were crucial for the outcome of com-
pensatory culling in both the short and intermediate term.
Reaching even moderate levels of compensation required
high culling pressures. With certain parameter settings, com-
pensatoryculling can becounterproductive.Mostorallyear-
lings fall below the culling threshold if it was set too high,
decreasingthenumberoftrophiesinsteadoffacilitatingcom-
pensation. This was especially apparent during the early
years of compensatory culling, when trait values in the popu-
lation havenotyethadsufﬁcienttimetorespond toselection.
In general, higher thresholds (but within the bulk of the year-
ling size distribution) and stronger pressures yielded greater
compensationonce traitvalueshad responded tothisformof
selection.
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Selective culling of ‘poor quality’ yearlings increases the total
number of trophy quality individuals in the population but
full compensation was only achieved at relatively low trophy
hunting pressure. Increasing trophy pressure quickly dimin-
ished the effectiveness of compensatory culling. With default
parameter settings (Table 1), raising the number of annual
trophy tags from 5 to 8 individuals reduced the maximum
attainable level of compensation in the number of trophy
quality individuals from just above 100% to between 20%
and30%(Fig. 4).
SHORT-TERMEFFECTS
Hunting affects population age structure and, as such, also
the distribution of any trait that is age-dependent. We there-
fore compared observed antler sizes and age-corrected antler
sizes among adult individuals (‡2 years), but found no obvi-
ousagestructureeffectsintermsofthepatternsofcompensa-
tion in response to selective culling. Possible reasons for this
were (i) as culling removes only yearlings, it does not change
the relative size of the different age classes after the yearling
age;and(ii)agestructurewasassessed beforeculling andtro-
phy hunting, hence immediate selective effects (same year)
werenotdetected.
To distinguish between viability selection and selection
thatresultsinanevolutionaryshiftinaverage traitvalues, we
needed a measure of trait values in the population that was
not sensitive to short-term effects of differential persistence
of individuals with certain trait values. We obtained such a
measure by ﬁrst calculating the average antler size potential
of each cohort at that cohort’s birth (i.e. before selection
operated on that cohort). In any given year, the median ant-
lersizepotentialovercohortsisthencalculatedasthemedian
of the average cohort-speciﬁc antler sizes of all cohorts still
representedinthepopulation.
We compared the effect of compensatory culling on the
median antler size potential over cohorts (based on cohorts
at birth), with that on the average age-adjusted number of
antler tines (based on individuals). Changes in the former
should represent an evolutionary response, although the lat-
ter would also include the short-term effect of differential
longevity. However, we found little indication of a contribu-
tion of persistence effects to the observed patterns of com-
pensation(Fig. 3).
VIOLATING ASSUMPTIONS AND CHANGING PARAMETERS
Heritability
Raising heritability from 0Æ329 to 0Æ7 increased the efﬁciency
of compensatory culling due to a better link between selectiv-
ity and genetic response (Figs 4 and 5). At the same time, it
increased the amount of compensation needed because the
effect of trophy hunting on the trait distribution was also
more severe (Fig. 5). When we assumed no heritability
(h
2 = 0), the effects of compensatory culling on antler size
were negative for most of the range of culling thresholds, and
neutral at low culling thresholds, the latter presumably due
to density-dependent effects on antler growth (Fig. 4). Heri-
tability also inﬂuenced the demographics of the population
(Fig. 5).
Yearling-to-adultcorrelation
As expected, the amount of annual variation in individual
antler sizes affected the outcome of management. Increasing
this variation led to a decrease in correlation between year-
ling and adult antler sizes, which in turn reduced the efﬁ-
ciency of compensatory culling with respect to the number of
trophy-sizedindividualsavailableforhunting(Fig. 4).
Density-dependentantlergrowth
By deﬁnition, annual harvest quota (trophy hunt + unbi-
ased harvest) remained unchanged, regardless of the amount
of trophy pressure, and the removal of yearlings below the
culling threshold appeared not to cause a gain in antler sizes
due to further release from density dependence. However,
density dependence caused a shift in optimal culling thresh-
olds (a shift in the blue area from right to left in Fig. 4),
because expressed trait values were naturally lower with than
withoutdensitydependence.
Density-dependentsurvival
Removing the assumption of density-dependent natural sur-
vival ampliﬁes the compensatory effect of selective culling,
whereas the overall pattern remained unchanged qualita-
tively (Fig. 4). Negative density-dependent survival buffers
populationresponsestomanagement,asfactorsthatincrease
population size also decrease natural survival, whereas fac-
tors that cause a decline in the population increase natural
survival. Consequently, density-dependent natural survival
bufferstheeffectsofcompensatoryculling.
Permanenterrorinantlersize
The error added to each individuals antler size potential was
the source of both genetic variation (at least in part), as well
as the permanent environmental error (equivalent to the one
estimated by Kruuk et al. 2002). A more thorough explana-
tion of its role and rationale is provided in the Supporting
Information. We found that reducing this error from a stan-
dard deviation of 0Æ3 · P (P = average size asymptote in
Norwegian red deer, not to be confused with individual ant-
ler size potential Pi)t o0 Æ15 · P resulted in a diminished
effectiveness of compensatory culling (Fig. 4). As the varia-
tion in the trait potential wasreduced, selection had a smaller
range of values to operate on, resulting in smaller responses
to selection. This in turn caused a reduction in the speed of
the trait changes, and consequently the change in the number
oftrophy-sizedindividuals.
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Ourtheoreticalworkshowedthat,withintheboundsofaser-
ies of empirically well-supportedassumptions, compensatory
culling of poor-quality individuals at an early life stage had
the potential to at least partially compensate for the trait-
altering effects of trophy hunting in the short and intermedi-
ateterm(upto100 years).
COMPENSATIONAND TROPHYHUNTING PRESSURE
Large males in natural populations sire a disproportionate
number of offspring. Trophy hunting may in extreme cases
cause a reversed relationship with smaller males siring more
offspring,asreportedinbighornsheep(Coltmanet al.2003).
This depends on the harvest pressure. The large-sized ele-
phant (Loxodonta africana Blumenbach) bulls in Tarangire
national park, Tanzania, retained a higher mating success
even under poaching pressure (Ishengoma et al. 2008). Our
modelsuggestscompensatorycullingmightbeenoughtooff-
set the likelihood for directional selection induced by trophy
hunting. The average trait in the population responded read-
ily to even mild compensatory culling in our simulations
(Fig. 3). However, to achieve noticeable compensation in the
number of trophy-sized individuals (‡12 tines) required sub-
stantial compensatory culling pressures. Achieving full com-
pensation in terms of the number of trophies available may
require average antler size among prime-aged individuals to
be driven up substantially higher than it would be even under
natural (non-hunting) conditions. Though empirical evi-
dence for a cost of bearing antlers and horns is weak (Bonen-
fant et al. 2009), it is likely that ﬁtness costs at very high
antlersizesmakesuch over-compensationinantlersizesdifﬁ-
cult or perhaps impossible to achieve. It seems that the best
results one can expect from compensatory culling will be
achieved when trophy hunting pressures are relatively low (c.
10%inourmodelforthedefaultparametersetting).
SHORT-TERMEFFECTS
Observed change in a focal trait may not necessarily be due
to direct (fecundity) selection on the trait, but a result of
Fig. 5. Time series of population size, number of trophy-sized individuals and antler size potential over cohorts for three different settings of
heritability (h
2). Solid lines represent point-wise median values from 100 simulations for each parameter setting and equivalently coloured
semi-transparent areasshowtheassociated95%conﬁdencebands(point-wisequantiles).Responsesintheabsenceoftrophy-biasedhuntingare
shown in black, responses to trophy-biased hunting without compensation are shown in red, and responses to trophy-biased hunting with
compensatorycullingareshowningreen.Theﬁrst50 yearsofeachsimulationproceededwithouthunting.
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pel & Yashin 1985). Such effects are clearly less enduring
than an actual change in the genetic make-up of the popula-
tion. In the early stages of compensatory culling (<25 years
in our model), a temporary decline in the number of trophies
appeared even with low trophy hunting pressures (Fig. 3).
This was likely so because average trait values have to ﬁrst
increase in the population, before a sufﬁcient number of
high-quality yearlings fall above the threshold to form the
nextgenerationsofprimeadults.
The extent of the initial negative compensation was likely
dependent on the culling threshold and on the strength of
negativedensity dependenceonantlergrowth.Weexpecteda
greater degree of compensation with negative density-depen-
dent antler growth than with density-independent antler
growth. However, changes to the age structure and short-
term viability selection did not contribute noticeably to the
observed changes in the trait distribution (Fig. 4). Though
surprising, it could be explained if one considers that without
density dependence, culling thresholds may be set higher,
because yearlingtrait values will onaverage be higher thanin
the presence of density dependence. Consequently, gains in
antler sizes through density-dependent effects may be offset
bythe decrease in overall effectiveness of selective culling due
to lower optimal thresholds. This was consistent with the
ﬁnding that the addition of density-dependent effects on ant-
ler growth shifts areas with positive compensation (blue area
in Fig. 4) towards lower culling thresholds. We note that dif-
ferentassumptionsaboutthehuntingregime(e.g.areduction
in the overall harvest quota) may result in a positive effect of
density-dependent antler growth on compensation through
selective culling. Such short-term effects may be stronger in
other systems depending on life histories or if vital rates and
population size are assessed at different times during the year
thaninourmodel.
HERITABILITY
The most important assumptions for compensatory culling
to work are heritability of the focal trait and young–adult
correlation in trait values. Heritability of antler quality has
received support not only from quantitative genetics studies
(Kruuk et al. 2002), but also several alleles for antler growth
in red deer have been identiﬁed (Hartl et al. 1995). Indeed,
changes in allele frequency have been linked to selective tro-
phy harvesting (Hartl et al. 1991; Hartl, Zachos & Nadlinger
2003). Greater heritability of the focal trait means that, in
theory, a stronger and faster response can be expected to
compensatory culling. However, greater heritability also
meansastrongerresponsetotrophyhuntingintheﬁrstplace,
requiring greater compensation. Indeed, increased heritabil-
ity resulted in stronger effects of compensatory culling
(Fig. 4). Heritability (for any given simulation run) was ﬁxed
in our model. Heritability may depend on environmental
conditions (Lynch & Walsh 1998). As a consequence, we
probably overestimated the speed with which antler size
evolved in response to fecundity selection (breeding success)
and viability selection (selective harvesting). Expected
changes in heritability are generally not large and the
response to selection can be maintained over many genera-
tions(Falconer&Mackay1996).
To make our model tractable, fecundity selection acted on
a single trait (in combination with age) and viability selection
was purely age-speciﬁc. Natural selection may act on many
different and often correlated characters simultaneously
(Lande 1982; Law 1991). A lack of evolution in antler mass
of red deer on Rum, Scotland, in the face of heritability and
selection could be explained with environmental covariance
between the focal trait (antler mass) and some unmeasured
trait (e.g. body condition; Kruuk et al. 2002). These are
important considerations, and the ability to detect and
account for them is one of the beneﬁts of quantitative genet-
ics over optimization approaches traditionally used in eco-
logical studies of evolution (Lande 1982; Lynch & Walsh
1998).
YOUNG–ADULTTRAIT CORRELATION
The concept of compensatoryculling depends on the predict-
ability of adult trait values from trait values at a young age.
Although this has been shown to be the case in several ﬁeld
studies (e.g. Schmidt et al.2001),there are also contradictory
reports (Drechsler 1992; Koerth & Kroll 2008). However,
sample sizes in these studies are rather low. The most thor-
ough study followed 51 male red deer ageing (Bartos et al.
2007). The correlation between antler traits (mass, length,
tine number) decreased with increasing distance between
ages, but it remained relatively high for antler tine number
even at age distances of 6 years. The correlation between
individual antler tine numbers at age 3 and 8 years was 0Æ78,
whereas the correlation between adjacent ages ranged
between 0Æ68 and 0Æ84 (Bartos et al. 2007). In red deer on
Rum, Scotland, antler length in yearlings and the number of
antler points as 2-year-olds were also well correlated
(r =0 Æ67, Schmidt et al. 2001). Antler composition and
development are strongly dependent on early conditions and
feeding (Landete-Castillejos, Garcı´a & Gallego 2007), and
the gene:environment interaction may prove important to
determine the correlation between antler trait at young and
old age. Only further empirical research can determine under
whichconditionsthiscriticalassumptionholds.
MODELLIMITATIONS
Trait evolution in real ungulate populations is complicated
by the existence of alternate mating strategies (Hogg 1984),
which we did not consider in our model. Yearling and suba-
dultmalesallocateverylittleinantlersrelativetobodyweight
compared to at the prime-age stage (Vanpe ´ et al. 2007). Dur-
ing the senescent stage, there is evidence of alternative antler
growth tactics. Larger males continue to allocate heavily to
antlers,whereassmallermaleslowerallocations(Vanpe ´ et al.
2007). It was assumed that the best males were able to con-
tinue defending a mating territory or a harem, whereas the
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littlebeneﬁtofantlers.Similarly,wemadeonlytheasymptote
of the Gompertz model individual-dependent; the other
growth curve parameters were constant. However, it is possi-
ble that not only the size potential but also the speed with
which it is attained varies (e.g. Lockow 1991). Violating this
assumption could have important consequences, for example
if selection would favour individuals with a lower asymptote
but faster growth. This strategy would protect an individual
from compensatory culling as a yearling, and subsequently
protectitfromtrophyhuntingasanadult.
Because we calculated offspring phenotype based on a
regression on sire trait values instead of modelling genes, our
model doesnot properly account for the loss in genetic varia-
tion due to strong directional or stabilizing selection as a
result of selective hunting. Whereas traits under sexual selec-
tion generally have high amounts of additive genetic varia-
tion(review inRadwan2008),the additionofstrongviability
selection through biased harvesting is bound to reduce not
onlyexpressedvariabilityintraitvaluesbutalsovariabilityin
their geneticbasis(Bulmer1971;Shnol & Kondrashov1993).
A more mechanistic and realistic approach to trait inheri-
tance is required to evaluate the effects of selective harvesting
ongeneticvariationinantlersizesinreddeerandotherungu-
lates. For now, our model assumes that, regardless of the
selectivitypathtaken,thereremainssufﬁcientvariationinthe
trait for selection to operate on. An important requirement
for sustainability of trophy hunting with the help of compen-
satory culling in the long-run is the maintenance of variation
in the trait and its genetic basis in the face of increased levels
of stabilizing selection. We therefore consider the investiga-
tionofthe dynamicsofadditionalmomentsofthetraitdistri-
bution following the implementation of a more mechanistic
geneticmodelanessentialandlogicalnextstep.
Several other important aspects of trophy hunting and
compensatory culling remained unexplored, including (i) the
effects of environmental stochasticity in recruitment; (ii) the
possibility that the relationship between antler size and
reproductive success may not be linear; and (iii) alternate
hunting systems and different temporal patterns of harvest
and culling. It also remains an open question whether com-
pensatory culling can work with other sexually selected traits
desired by trophy hunters such as mane size and colour in
male lions (Whitman et al. 2004). Also, for large carnivores,
one may run into conservation issues if implementing com-
pensatorycullingthatisincreasing overallmortality and thus
reducingmarkedlypopulationsize(Fig. 5).
Conclusion
Although heritability and young–adult correlation in the
focal trait were required for compensatory culling to work,
shifting parameters and violating several assumptions
revealed model resilience in terms of qualitative predictions.
So far, there has been no formal statistical analysis of antler
size trends in the cultures practising compensatory culling.
However,onepieceofempiricalevidencefor the utility ofthe
approach comes from red deer trophy collections preserved
in the castle of Detmold in Lippe, North Rhine-Westfalia,
Germany. Specimens in the collection date from the end of
the 17th to the beginningof the 19th century. Despitethefact
thatred deerantlershave beenthemostsought-aftertrophies
for centuries in this culture, comparisons with red deer data
in the same area today give no indication that trophy sizes
have decreased notably over time (Ueckermann 1990).
Although this evidence is somewhat anecdotal and awaiting
more thorough analysis, it is contrasted by cases of hunter-
causedtrophytraitregressionsinAfrica(vonBrandis&Reil-
ly2008),NorthAmerica(Coltmanet al.2003)andinwestern
Europe (Garel et al. 2007) without a tradition of compensa-
tory culling. We conclude that evolutionarily enlightened
harvesting(Ashleyet al.2003;Gordon,Hester&Festa-Bian-
chet 2004) and trophy hunting may not be incompatible, and
that compensatory culling has the potential to make trophy
huntingsustainable.
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Fig. S1. Simulated antler sizes for individuals with three different
antler size potentials (grey: 12 antler tines, red: average size asymp-
tote in Norwegian red deer, blue: 8 antler tines) and two different
levels of the annual errors in growth: (a) SD = 10% of potential size
atagivenage,(b)SD = 20%ofpotentialsizeatagivenage.
Fig. S2. Logistic function ﬁt (solid black line) to antler mass and tine
numberdatafromIberianreddeer,kindlyprovidedbyY.Fierro and
summarizedinFierroet al.(2002).
Fig. S3. Survival probability (natural) plotted as a function of age as
usedinthesimulationmodelofmalereddeer.
Fig. S4. Different levels of simulated age-speciﬁc survival probability
(natural)ofmalereddeer.
Fig. S5. Twenty-ﬁve-year dynamics of a simulated population of
malereddeerwithouthunting.
Fig.S6.Boxplotsshowingthe distributionofantlersizesoverallages
in Norwegian red deer (left) and a simulated population from the
individual-based model. Both the real and the simulated population
werehunted.
Fig. S7. Distribution of correlation estimates between simulated ant-
lertine numbers ofyearlingand6-year-old reddeer,when the annual
error (e) in antler growth was set to 0Æ1 (thin hashed line), 0Æ15 (thick
solidline)and0Æ2(thinsolidline).
As a service to our authors and readers, this journal provides sup-
porting information supplied by the authors. Such materials may be
re-organized for online delivery, but are not copy-edited or typeset.
Technical support issues arising from supporting information (other
thanmissingﬁles)shouldbeaddressedtotheauthors.
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